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The prmcipal result in thus paper ia as fc~llows. 1x1 f be a positive 2-asummahlc &;ulr~n 
function of n variables X,, . . ., X,. Then N ~2 {I,. . ., n] is partitioned into sets N,, _ . . Nk such that 
the group of permutations of N that leave j invariant IS the direct pwduct of the symmetric 
groups of the N,. l%e. proof is made by a strong USC c)f a charactcriration of Lasummab!! 
functions by Yajima and Ibaraki. 
Let Q denote the set which consists of the two \,alues 0 and 1 and 0” dcncrle the 
cartesian n-product of Q. A Boolttan ~unctian of n variables is a functio:l defined 
on Q” with value in C?. The projection e, defined by e, (X) = X, and its negation Z, 
defined by Z, (X) = I -- X, for every X = (X,, . . ., X,,) in Q” are identified with 
variable X, and its negation .%, respectively; X, and I?, are called literals. A torrn is 
a Boolean product of literals in which far each i either X, or 2, is present as a 
factor at rmst once. The constants 0 and 1 are atso corlsidered as terms. For each 
term T kt d(7’) denote its degree, that is, the numb.er of !iterafs in T. 
For each Boolean functisn f a term G is called a Irrime irttplicclnf of fi if T s f 
and there exists no term U such that T$ U s f The set of all prime impficants of f 
will be denoted by PP We say that a term S subsumes a term T and denote as S --. 7” 
if both d(S) and d(T) are non-zero and each literat in ‘I‘ is also a literal in S. It is 
obvious that if both d(S) and d(T) are non-zero. then S-c T i> equivalent to 
S s T. 
Every BoclIean function is expressed as a Boolean sum of terms, which is called a 
Bnok~n pafyynamiul cw a disjuzcritte @WI. A Boolean function f is called posibiw in 
it3 i* R4&& If i has a @jiiiiriii,ai i--i _ a--;**i -04re&on in which no term contains 2, as a 
factor. Simllatty f is called vregatiwe in ifs i” wria&le it f has a palynomial 
expression in which ao term csntains X, as a factor. A Bclolcan function is called 
unate ia its iih v&&e provided that it is positive or negative in ifs ith varizblc. A 
&&an ftmctk,?n is called unnle if it is unats in each of its variables. Posifitl? and 
negafiw functions are defined simifarfy. 
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$gtotma 1.1. Each Boolean function is expressed as the Bodean sum of all its prime 
implicants. 
The proof is trivial. 
ma 1.2. ([3]). If a Boolean function is positive or negative in its ifi variable, 
thrn its every prime implicant is respectively positive or negative in its i” variable. 
The proof is also shown in the proof of [2, Theorem 2.1.6]. 
A Boolean function f is called 2-summable if there exist elements UO, Vu in 
f” * (0) snd elements U,, V, in f -‘I(l) such that UC1 + VO = U, f V,, where + means 
vectcf sum in R! “. If f is not 2-summable, it is called Z-asummable. The 
3-asummdbie Boolean functions were introduced as a necessary condition for the 
linearlj separable Boolean l’unctions, that is, the threshold functions. If n 6 8, the 
2-asummable functions coincide with the threshold functions (see [I] and [2]). The 
following Lemma 1.3 due to Yajima and Ibaraki [4] provides an algebraic 
characterization of the 2-asummable functions, and the necessity part is essentially 
d for the proof of the result OF this paper in the next section. 
Lemma 1.3. ([4, Theorem 101). A necessary and sufficient condition for a Boolean 
function f ro be 2-asummable is that 
(1) f is unate and 
(2) fair every pair of prime implicants off, U = U, U2 W and V = VI V2 W, where W 
is the common term of U and V, and U,, U2, VI, V2, IV have mutually no common 
literals but otherwise arbitrary, there exists a prime impr’icant off which is subsumed 
by either U, V2 W 01 V, U2 W. 
It is obvious that the condition in [4, Theorern 101 that the degrees of U,, Uz, VI, 
Vs are all non-zero is not necessarily required. 
Let N = (1,2,..., n}. For each Boolean function f of n variables and each 
permutation n of IV, define the Boolean function f?;r by 
fmL fi --9 X) = f (X,, - l l , AL). 
kmmm 1.4. Let f be a Boolean function of n variables and n k a permutation of N, 
then 
PI% = PfT, 
where 
. 
Q7 = (7-n 1 T E P{). 
The proof is trivial. 
L 
Frmn Lemma I .l and Lemma 1.4, we immediately Obtain the following 
a 1.5. 
1.5. Let f be a Boolean function of n variables and rr be a pennutafion of 84 
and only if &@T = Pfi 
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are ali in PF 
Thearem 2.2. Let f he a 
X ,,... ,xw Then N = {h.. 
of permarth9ns of N that 
groups of the N,. 
positbe 2-asummable Bol; iean function of n variabies 
*, n) is partitioned into sets N,, . . ., Nk such that the group 
leave f invariant is rhe ditxt product of the symmetric 
i consists of positive terms. Let -3r be a permutation of N 
CBR be expressed by the product of the disjoint cycles. , 
Without loss af generality Jet a = (12 l l l h)(r l 9 - w) l l l . Then we shall prove that 
f(l-2) X= fI Ebg k, the transposition which interchanges 1 with 2 leaves % invariant. 
Let 
2. The results 
Lemma 2.1. Let f be Q 2-asummable Boolean function of n vuriclbles .Y,, . . ., X, 
ad n be a pemutution of N = (1,. . ., n> thttr leaves f invariant. Express ar by the 
pr~d~t of disjokt ~~cies as 7t = (ctb l l l h ) fr l l l t) * l l . Let S be a prime impkant of 
f und decompose T as T = UV where the subscript of each literal in U is in 
{ b a , , . . ., h } and tk subscript of each literal in V is in ,W - {a, b, . . ., h ). Then LinV. 
UK V, U(Vw), and U(Vn” ‘) we all prime implicants off. 
ProoL By Lemma 1.5 T = WV E Pr implies 7% = /Ar(Vw)f Pr, Let U = &A, 
Un = &A, V = V‘B, and Vn = &B, where A is the common term af U and Un, 
and U,, U2? A have mutually no common fiterals, and B is the common term of V 
and VW, and VI, V,?, B have mutually no common literals. Then the common term 
of WV and Un( Vn) is AB. and UV = U,V,AB, Un(Vn) = U2V2AB, and U,, V,. 
UL, VA, AB have mutually no common literals. Henc#e by Lemma 1.3 there exists a 
term in Pr which is subsumed by U(Vw) or UnV. 
First suppose d(r) is the minimum of the degrees of all terms in PP Then 
U(Vn)E P, or UnV E Pfi if U( VT) E Pp, then Urr( VW”) E P,. Comparing 
U?r(Vn’) with UV in Pr as above, we obtain ChV E Pr or LI( VW”) E Pf, If 
V( Vn”)E P,, then Un( 5%“) 6~ PF Repetition of this process leads to ChV E P,, 
since the order of rr is finite. Similarly considering r“ instead of 7r we obtain 
Un-‘V E PF Operating n to Un -‘V, 6’ to LhV, and applying Lemma 1.5 we 
atso obtain U( Vn) E P, and U( Vrr -‘) E Pr. 
Now suppose Lemma 2.1 holds for d(T) < k, and let T E Pt and d(T) = k. We 
have a term S = WV’ in P, which is subsumed by UrrV or U(Vn), where the 
decomposition of S into U’ and V’ is the same as in t/he statement of Lemma 2.1. If 
in the former, UrV is not in Pf, then S is strictly subsumed by UnV, and al(S) < k. 
hence U’n”’ V’E Pf, butt WW V’ is strictly subsumed by UV, which contradicts 
UV E P’ Therefore U~FV E PF Similarly in the latter, U( VW) E Pfi Thus we obtain 
URV f P! as in the minimum of’ d(T), and atso that LM’V, U( VW), and U( V+ ‘) 
By Lemma 1.5 it suffices to prove that X1 U E P;tI implies X2U E P, and that 
Xa U E Pia implies XI U E Pf for every i in N. The proof is by induction on i, If 
Pit TV Pi2 = 8 for every i in IV, then this is trivial. Let there exist i such that 
Pi, U Pi2 # 8 and i. be the minimum of such i. Le.t X1 U E P;Y[, then 
u=xj,xn*** X,V,or U= V, where3cjl<j,+~~<j, &z, 
and the subscript of every literal in V is in M - {I,. . ., h}. In the latter, applying 
Lemma 2.1 we obtain X&j = rC,U E Pp In the former, 
Write 
W = 4Yj*--jj+2 l l l Xj,-i,+~Xh-,,+3(V~-ui-2'), 
then X, U E P’ and X2 W E P,, Hence by Lemma 1.3 there exists a term T in. Pf 
which is subsumed by XtU or X1 W. If in the former, X&Z T, then by the 
definition of in U subsumes T, which contradicts X,U E &, hence XJJ = T, that is, 
XJJ E P+ Iu the latter, if X1 W# T, then similarly W subsumes T, therefore 
W*lr-f = X,X,. . . Xj, V-, T&-’ E P f9 
but Xl u-;*x,x, l l l Xi1 V, which contradicts X1 U E Pf, hence XI W = T, that is, 
Xt W E Pk. Operating ~~2-j~ to Xt W, we obtain 
x2x irrr+2 l ’ l Xj~-j~'2Xh-j*+3Xh-i~+i,-C1(V~-"2-"') E Pfi 
Then as above, XJ.? E PI or 
Xl Xjs-j*+* l l Xi,-h’2Xh-jz*3Xh-l2+i,+l( V?T-ti2-2’) E Pfi 
in the latter, opetlting n-@-@, we obtain 
x2x Ir-Is+2 
Hewe &U E Pf or 
xx h-Is+2 l l ’ Xlr-jl~2Xh-jrelXh-jl~,~+lXh-i~~i2** (VT-U”-z’)E Pfi 
titiogr of this process Ieads to XtU E Pf or 
XlXh -j~+3xh-f,+f~+l -xh-Jg+j*-*l ’ l ** Xh-j,+j,_l*l( VW-Uf-2QE Pfm 
In the latter, operating c~‘-~~+‘), weobtain 
ing Lemma 2.1 we finaNy obtain X2U E P+ If we consider 6 izM&d 
obtain that X2U E Pz implies XI U E Pf. 
Let i > icr, XJJ E P)l, and U = XJ2 9 l . X,, V as in i = it,, then we have a term T 
in Pr which is subsumed by X,U or X1 W. In the former, suppose X,U 7 T, then 
(I) U-+T or (2) T==X&‘and U 7-) U’. (1) contradicts X, W E Pf, (2) implies 
3m <i, XJY E P& and by induction XI U’ E Pf, which contradicts X1 U E PI, hence 
X,U = T, thtat is, XJ.? E Pp In the; latter, oppose Xr W ‘;;I) T, then (I) W -+ T or (2) 
T = X, W’, X -+ W’. (I) implies P 
X1X**** J& V = W#I-~‘+ T#+‘E P,, 
but X,U7,X,X,-* l Xj8 V, which contradicts Xl U E P,, (2) implies 3m <i, XI W’ E 
PK, and by induction X,W’E Pf, but 
which is a contradiction, hence X1 W = T, that is, X, W E Pi,. Therefore as in i = i,, 
we obtain X&J E Pf, and that XJ! E P;,, imphes X,U E PF 
Sauce ach transposition in { 1, . . ., k} can be expressed by a product of neighbor- 
ing :ranspo&isns, -we have proved that j is invariant by any transposition in 
0 * l * ‘9 h). For each p in IV, let NP be the set of all q in N such that there exists a 
permlltation that leaves j invariant and contains p and q in a same cycle. Then by 
the atlove proved fact, N is partitioned into A$,, i = I,. , ., k, such that each 
permutation of JVP, leaves j invariant and if a permutation 7r of N leaves j invariant 
then r can be decomposed as w = 7rr. . - wk where r, is a permutation of N,,. 
Hence if we write N* = NP, we complete the proof of this theorem. 
A Boolean function j of n variables is called indqxndent of the i”’ v&able if 
f(X I,.. l ,X,-I,d~,,x+t,.. . x,)=j(x*......3E,-1,~,,X,+~,...,x~) 
for every (X,, . . .) Xn) in Q”, and otherwise catted dependent on the i* variable. 
ConrRm 2s3. Let j be B 2-asummable Boolean jwction of n variable; X,, . . ., Xn. 
Tkera. N = {l, . l ‘, n) is pwtitiawd into sets Nr, . . .? IQ suck thm the group oj 
permactations of N that leave j inva.riant is the direct product of the syminetric grolups 
oj the Ni. 
mf. By hmma 1.3 j is unate. Let L be the set of all subscripts of which f is 
independent, and M be the set of atf subscripts on which f is dependent and 
p~&ive, as~d fi be t.he: set af alk subscripts on which j is dependent and negative. 
Tk negation of aB vmiabtes whose subscripts are in a transforms j into a positive 
2-;asummabfe function g. Applying Theorem 2.- g to 8, the group of permutations of 
N tlq;~ leave g invariant is the direct product of the symmetric groups of 
t = NI, N&. . ., I$. Let MS = Ni f7 M and .I@$ = ZV4 f?a, then the group of permuta- 
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tians that leave f invariant is the direct product of the symmetric: groups of sets L, 
M:,.. ., Mk, fi 2,. . ., i@ which compfetes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2 or Corollary 2.3 gives us a simple necessary condition for the 
ble functions and especially the threshold functions, though for the 
functions a more direct and trivial proof is possible hy making use of the 
equivalent asummability condition ([ 1, Chapter 3, Theorem 9-l)) of Elgot. 
kloreover the Theorem assures us that we may apply a testing procedure for 
2-asummabte functions using symmetric variables given by (41. The converse of the 
Theorem does not hold, for let f(X, . . ., X3) = X,X2 v X+X4X5, then the group of 
rmutations of (I , . . .,5]~ that Ieave f invariant is the direct product of the 
symmetric group of (1.2) aind the symmetric group of (3,4,5} hut f is 2-summable. 
The author thanks the referee for his comprehensive review and appropriate 
estions by which this paper was simplified preserving t&e essential part, 
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